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A series of 22 steadv-state, rod bundle, dis-
persed flow film boiling experiments has been per-
formed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORKL) in
th» Thermal-Hydraulic Test Facility (THTF), a pres-
asrized-vater loop containing $4 fall-length eleo-
trleally heated rods. Test parameters in the upflow
experiments corer a vide range of conditions typical
of those which night be encountered during a nuclear
reaotor loss-of-coolant accident.

Local equilibrium fluid conditions were calcu-
lated ssing mass and energy conservation considera-
tions. Experimentally determined heat transfer coef-
ficients were conpared to several available file boil-
lag lest transfer correlations: Dougall-Sohsesow,
Groeneveld 5.7, Groeneveld-Delorme, Chen, Jones-
Zuber, and loder—Rohsenow.

The Groeneveld S.7 correlation tended to predict
tae data better than any other correlation tested.
The Dongall-Rohseaow correlation tends to overpredict
the data wl.tle the Yoder-Xohsenow correlation pre-
dicted the at a better than the ether nos-eqnilibrium
correlations extmined. However, all of the non-
•quilibriua correlations generally underpredict the
scat transfer.
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OmtowjcnoN

Vtl* boiling it a two-phase heat transfer regime
which occurs when heated surface teaperatuses are
Ugh tnon|li to prevent intimate liquid surface con-
tact* Fila boiling is presaat in tteaa generators*
SOB* refrigeration equipment, and aay occar during a
aucitear reactor loss-of-coolaat accident (LOHA). It
it characterized by surface teaperatnres which »ay be
kigh enough to cause aaterial damage. It is there-
for* iaportant to distinguish this regiae both theo-
retically and experimentally.

Previous ezperiaental efforts resulted in large
aaounts of tube acd anonli film boiling data [1-3].
Bovavar, the mount of rod bundle data available re—
aaias limited [4]. Result! of this experimental in-
vestigation should iaprore the rod bundle data baae
and prove useful ia fila boiling correlation develop-
•eat ana assessment. A complete listing of all fila
boiling data acquired in the steady-state tests can
be found in Kef. 5.

Toe Bethods of predicting file boiling heat
transfer generally follow one of three paths. One
aetbod is to simply correiste film boiling data. An
example of this nethod is the series of Groeneveld
5.7 correlatioas [6]> which were developed Iron tube
and inauli data. The Groeneveld 5.7 correlation is
evaluated in this piper. A good review of such cor-
relations is given in Ref. 7. The priaary advantage
of this approach is the sinplicity of the solutions
obtained. However, extrapolation' of the correlation
bjyond the data base Musi be done with caution.

The second nethod integrates the energy, aoaen—
tsa, and aass transport equations along the flow
path. A two- cr three-step heat transfer process is
normally assumed with heat transfer interactions be-
twten the wall, the vapor, and the liquid present in
th« flow. By separating the flow into separate li-
quid and vapor components, thermal non-equilibriua
can be included in the analysis. Several investiga-
tors have used this approach for different fluids
with varying degrees of success [8-10].

The third aethod atteopts to comb'.no the above
two approaches by explicitly accounting for non-
•qailibriua within ths flow. Typically this approach
asjuaet that film boiling heat transfer can be ct«r-
•eterized by a single-phase vapor heat transfer coef-
ficient. Both Chen [11] and Groeneveld [12] have
•orrelated non-equilibrium within the flow (and
therefore actual quality) using film boiling data and
assuming the heat transfer is primarily through the
vapor. Jones [13] and Toder [14] have each used the
governing transport equations to develop methods of
predicting non-equilibrium within the flow. These
foar non-equilibrium correlations are all evaluated
in this paper.

The Dougall-Kohsenow correlation [15], which is
used la many reactor codes, does not fit neatly into
a»y of the above aetkods. It was developed from the
single—phase Dittus-Boelter equation assuming that
the vapor velocity conld be evaluated froa the local
equilibrium quality. Thus, analysis using the
Doufall-Rohscnov correlation does not include uon-
•s.»Uibrium effect!.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A series of 22 steady-stats fila boiling experi-
aeats was performed at the Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory in the TUarmal-Hydranlic Test Facility, a high-
taaperature, pressurized-water loop containing in 8 x
S electrically heated rod bundle. The 3.66-m (12-ft)
ro4a are arranged in a configuration typical of latex
gea«r*tlo> pressurized-watar reactors with 17 x 17
fuel assemblies. A schematic of the TffTF loop is
•asm 1B Fig. !• Flew aeaturcaeat sites are posi-
tloaed at each end of the test section containing the



sod kindle. Ti» bandle la heavily instrumented with
tkeraocouplea positioned at various axial levels aa
•kova In Fif. 2. Spacer grida era located at 0.6-a
(2-ft) intervale along the heated length. Four mn-
keated roda ara located at potitions corresponding to
eoatrol rod loeationa within an actnal fuel assembly
(Fig. 5). Both axial and radial power profiles ara
flat. Boda have a 0.95-ca (0.374-in.) diaa with
•itch of 1.27 ca (C.501 in.) and the bundle hydraulic
diaaeter ia 1.06 CM (0.4178 in.). During SOB* of the
testa (-23%), rod 32, normally a heated rod, waa un-
keated.

Daring steady-xtete operation of the TBTF. flaid
flow* froa tho pup (Fig. 2) through two flow control
valves and several aaaanreaent apool piecea before it
enters the test section. Fluid is heated as it flows
paat the rods in the test section and leaves the up-
per plenum passing through three outlet spool pieces
•ad aeveral heat txchangera before returning to the
pup.

Eaoh steady-state teat was perforated by ini-
tially establishing inlet flow to the test section
aad adjusting the loop to provide the desired inlet
flaid temperature and pressure. Bundle power was
then incxeaaed until the dryoat point was at the de-
aired location within the bundle. The steady-atate
operating point was assessed to have been reached when
operating pressure and rod surface temperature
atabilizad. Instruments were scanned for 20 a during
each experiment. Data were averaged over this JO-s
interval to arrive at local rod surface conditiona.

DATA AND CORRELATIONS

All 22 steady-state experiaents were upflow ex-
periaents designed to facilitate calculation of local
handle equilibrium fluid conditions. In all teata
inlet fluid was subcocled to insure accurate flow
aaaasreaent. Local equilibrium fluid conditions
could then tte calculated using simple mass and energy
conservation considerations. Test parametera covered
a wide range of f1:id and aurface conditions typical
of t postulated nuclear reactor loss-of-coolant acci-
dent:

Kass flux. fcg/mV* (lb /ft»/h) 814-225 (6-1.7 x 10«)
Beat flix, kW/m»/s (BtuVftVh) 945-31S (3-1 x 10«)
Equilibrium quality, * 130-40
Preasure. HPa (pel) 13-4.4 (1900-635)

The steady-state data have been coapared to sev-
eral fila boiling correlationa including:

1. Dougall-Rohsenow [15]
2. Oroeneveld 5.7 [6]
3. Chen (11]
4. Groeneveld-Delorae [12]
5. Joaes-Zuber [13]
C. Toder-Sohsenow [14]

Aa stated previously, the Dougall-Rohsenow cor-
relation ia basically a aingle-phase Dittus-Boelter
keat transfer coefficient witk the velocity evaluated
at tke loeal equilibrium vapor velocity

k - 0.023 j* Pr«.«
e.a

Tke) Oroeneveld 5.7 correlation la an equation
developed froa fila boiling data ia annul!

" * • Ji.o-o.1 a-»«««J{rLJ-i



The noa-equilibriuai correlation developed by
Ckoa (in be divided into two eeparate parts. Tha
L.'rat if a correlated relationship which allowa eal-
emlatioa of actotl quality (including non-equilib-
xlaa) txom local equilibria* fluid esaditioaa.

vkere

B - O.26VI1.1S - (P/P )•.«•!
o

sad knowing

The aecond ia a rapor beat transfer coefficient baaed
on actual quality and actual Tapor tenperataro

t • o :, c . Pr;»/» f/2
A p, r i

wkare

0.037

•] ]J
Tie Groeneyeld-Delonie correlation is aiaiilar to

Ckaa'a in thtt it is a correlation vnicfe predicts
aetaal Tapox enthalpy (and therefore quality) froa
local aquilibrinn conditions.

•zp (-tin 0) exp tl-<3 «ho-,)~
4l

ajraad a. are fsuctions of eqailibrioa flaid condi-
tion*. It also otilizea the Hadaller steaa heat
transfer coefficient using actnal vapor quality and
taaparatnre

1 r p
. -0.0083^ j22[ J

Tk» Jones-Znber eqnatlon was developed frost the (ov—
aminj transport equations and treats tha vepor-to-
droplet heat transfer as a relaxation process. The
relationship between actual quality and equilibria
fsality is a differential equation and reqnirea atep-
wiae integration along the flow path beginning at tha
dryout point (the point where liquid can no longer
eoae ia intiaate contact with the heated aurface).
Severer, this integration it each siopjer than those
needed when integrating the entire set of tranapoxt
equations

«<X - X.)

M « ia a correlated paraiiater based on actual local
flaid conditions and systesj pressure. Once actual
flsid eoaditiona are known (including aon-equilib—
xlsa) tha Dittns-Boalter single-phaae vapor heat
transfer coefficient is used to calculate aurfaca
tcejperataras given aurfaca heat fluxes



H e Toder-Rohienow equations arc similar to the
Joaes-Zuber eolation in that they use the governing
transport equations to develop a iiethod for calculat-
ing aotul quality fiven- equilibrium floid condi-
tions. However, eo correlated parameters are used ia
their approach. The resnlt of their aaalysis is also
• differential equation which reqnirea step-wise ia—
tegratioa

XJ/« Z dX.
* * - (X - X.) .

* (1 - X A)V" dX '* "A

Tie equation for the constant S i n fsactioa of
saturated fluid and dryout coaditioas alone. Inte-
gration of this equation therefore results ia a
series of curves relating actual quality to squilib—
riua quality as a function of the paraaeter K aad
burnout quality. Similar to the aethods described
•bore, actual quality and actual Tapor properties are
•sed to evaluate a tingle-phase vapor heat transfer
coefficient (Heineman) to calculate heated wall tem-
peratnret given surface heat fluxes. For the THTF
data, the Beinenan equation [16] was evaluated at L/D
<• 29, the point midway between grida.

IBS5LXS

Data presented ia this paper are oaly froa loca-
tions aidway between the spacer grids ia order to
eliainate the effects of the grid on the local heat
transfer. The stesdy state tests were all dispersed
flow tests, sad fila boiling was assuaed to exist
only when the nail superheat was 222*C (400*F) or
higher. Results of all of the steady-stste tests are
presented as plots of experimental valaes on the or-
diaate versus predicted values oa the abscissa. The
quantity plotted depends on the correlation being
evaluated.

The Doagall-Rohsenow compsrisoa is shown plotted
ia Fig. 4. The experimental heat transfer coeffi-
cient is defined as h t z - Q"/T v - T . Any point
above and to the left of the diagonal line indicates -
that the correlation underpredicts the data, while
•ny point below and to the right of the diagonal line
indicates that the correlation overpredicts the heat
tranafer. Each vertical string is data taken at oae
axial location. Vertical scatter indicates a varia-
tion in the heat transfer coefficieat at one axial
location. Since measurement error in the experimen-
tal heat transfer coefficient is estimated to be -10%
(1 a), the vertical scatter seems to be due to radial
variations in the fluid conditions.

la general, the Dougall-Rohsenow correlation
tends to overpredict the data, lonetimes as much aa
230%. The correlation does not include non-eqnilib-
rlua effects. These effects would be expected to
be present under aost fila boiling conditions. Noa—
cquilibriua in the flow would tend to decrease the
experimental heat transfer coefficient over that
which would be expected under equilibrium conditiona
by reducing the local vapor Reynolds nuaber and in-
creasing the locsl vapor temperature. Thus, the
Dougsll-Eohienow correlation would tend to overpre-
dict the data aa it does in Fig. 4.

The Groeneveld 5.7 comparison is preseated in
Fig. 5. The experimental heat transfer coefficient
is defined as h - Q"/T - T . Again, each data

exp w a
•triag represents oae axial level within the bundle.
The slight slaat in each string reflects the effect



Of a saxface temperature T«rittion on th« wall
Fraadtl number evaluated in the Groeneveld 5.7 corre-
lation. Thi* correlation generally predicts heat
transfer coefficients better than any of the other
correlation* presented in this paper.

*> comparison of data with the Chen correlation
is presented in Fig. 6. As input, the Chen correla-
tion requires the surface tenperatnre m d calculates
the surface heat flux. Jgxperimental heat flux is
therefore plotted on the ordioate while predicted
heat flux is plotted on the abscissa. In general.
the Chen correlation tends to underpredict the heat
transfer in these tests. The font of the Chen corre-
lation is such that non-equilibrina is predicted to
exist even at the dryont point where equilibrium con-
ditions would be expected. Thus heat fluxes pre-
dicted by the Chen correlation near dryont would tend
to be lower than those actually experienced.

Figure 7 is a plot of the Groeneveld-Delome
eoaparison. This correlation requires surface heat
flux as input and calculates surface temperature.
Experimental wall superheats trc plotted on the or-
diaate with correlation predicted superheats plotted
ea tli* abscissa. In this type of piot, any point
lying abore and to the left of the diagonal line in-
dicates am orerprediction of the heat transfer by the
correlation while any point lying below and to the
right of the diagonal line indicates an underpre-
diction of the heat transfer by the correlation.
Figure 7 shows that the Groeneveld-Dolorme equation
tends to underpredict the heat transfer. Although
difficnlt to detect fron the figure, this correlation
tends to do better as the distance fron dryout in-
creases. Similar to the Chen correlation, the
Groaseveld-Delorme correlation predicts non-e<juilib-
ximm eren at dryout, causing the correlation to
aaderpredict the heat transfer.

The Jones-Zuber comparison is plotted in Fig. 8.
Again, wall superheats are plotted due to the fora of
the correlation. The Jones-Zuber correlation tends
to overpredicf. the heat transfer near dryout, and
anderpredict as distance fron dryout increases. The
fora of the correlation dictates that equilibrium
•xiats at dryout. As distance from dryout increases,
the non-eqnilibrinm also increases.

The Toder-Rohsenow comparison is presented in
Fig. 9. It slso tends to underpredict the heat
transfer, however it predicts best of the non-equi-
libirum correlations examined. As in the Jones-Zuber
correlation, equilibrium conditions are predicted at
dryout with non-equilibrium increasing as distance
fro* dryout increases. Unlike the Chen and Groene-
Tvld-Dclorme correlations, this scheme predicts best
near dryout. The underprediction of heat transfer at
distances far from dryout could indicate an overpre-
diction of the non-equilibrium present.

la general, with the possible exception of the
Toses-Znber correlation where the prediction is scat-
tered, all of the non-squilibrium correlations tend
to underpredict the heat transfer for these 22 steady-
atate rod bundle tests. All of these methods were
either developed from tube data or were compared to
tab* data when first formulated. One would expect
that tat bundle geometry and the presence of spacers
within the bundle would Sand to increase the heat
transfer and perhaps decrease the non-equilibriua
over that which would be expected in tube experi-
•eats. This could explain the discrepancy between
the Boa-equilibrium correlations and the bundle data.
The Groeneveld 5.7 correlation, on the other hand,
vat developed from annuli data. It tends to predict
the bundle dsta better than any of the other correla-
tioai tasted.

Two general reasons can be identified which
would eaaaa the non-equilibrium correlations to un-
dezpredlct the bundle heat transfer. I: the heat
transfer coefficients used in these methods were too
law, the aarfac* temperatures predicted would bo too



high. (In the case of the Chen correlation, pre-
dicted keat fluxes would be too low.) Rod bundles
gsnerslly have slightly higher heat transfer coeffi-
cients than do tnbes of similar hydraulic diameters.
Vitk the rod pitch-to-diameter ratio in the THTF bun-
dle, this effect is estimated to be between S and 10%
117]. This increase is not enough to explain the
discrepancy between the THTF data and the non-equi-
lihriwa correlations' predictions. The second factor
which affects the non-equilibrium correlations is the
decree of non-equilibrium present in the flow. It
the degree of non-equilibrium predicted is higher
than that which actually exists, heat transfer pre-
dictions would tend to be low. Unfortunately, no
instrumentation is available in the THTF to measure
Taper superheat and therefore, non-equilibrium in the
flow. Therefore, it is impossible to experimentally
separata the effect of non-equilibrium and heat
traasfer coefficient. Methods have been developed
tM] to measure vapor superheat in tube geometry.
Tile should allow better characterization of the non-
ec.mil ibriurn and therefore the heat transfer in future
take correlations.

CONCLUSIONS

Steady-state, rod bundle, film boiling data have
•eea obtained over a wide range of flow and surface
conditions. These data should prove useful in both
correlation development and assessment, and should
provide insight into rod bundle heat transfer oharae-
teriatics.

Two conventional film boiling heat transfer co-
efficients were compared with the steady—stste data.
The Domgall-Rohsenow equation tended to overpredict
the data, sometimes by as much as 250%. On the other
hand, the Groeneveld 5.7 correlation which was devel-
oped from annnli data predicted the bundle data bet-
ter than any other correlation examined. Four non-
equilibrion correlations were also evaluated. In
geaeral, all of the non-equilibrium equations tended
to aaderpredict the heat transfer. Both the Chen and
the Oroeaereld-Pelorme equations predict heat trans-
fer better as distance from dryout increases. The
Xoaes—Znber method underpredicts in sone instances
aad overpredict5 in others, while the Toder-Rohsenow
swtkod,.which predicts the IETF data better than the
other aon-equilibriurn correlations examined, predicts
beat sear dryout.

A cloaer study of rod bundle heat transfer is
aeeded to characterize the differeneea in rod and
tube geometry,

NOTATION

C Specific heat at constant pressure

t •rdra.alic diameter [4 x flow area/wetted

•erimeterl

f friction factor
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fc Thermal conductivity
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> Pressure
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Fig. 3. Identification of THTF heater rods, subchannel locations and inactive rod
in THTF heater bundle 3.



DOUGALL-ROHSENOW HT CORRELATION COMPARISON
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Pig. 4. h vi h for Dougall-Rohsenow, al l data,
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GROENEVELD 5.7 HT CORRELATION COMPARI SON
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CHEN HEAT FLUX COMPARISON
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F19, 6. O'^g^p vs G" c o n, for Chen nonequilibriun correlation.



GROENEVELD SURFACE TEMPERATURE COMPARI SON
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Fig. 7. Experimental wall superheat vs predicted wall superheat
for Groeneveld-Delome correlation. .



JONES SURFACE TEMPERATURE COMPARISON
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Fig. 8. Experinental wall superheat vs predicted Hall superheat
for Jones-Zuber correlation.
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